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Creation Date  Sun, May 15, 2016
Your recitation instructor would like to know if there is something you believe he/she has done especially well in teaching this recitation section.

**Comment**

Clearly cares a great deal about his students. Works hard to try to find instructive problems.

I believe Cezar did a great job on teaching the material covered in the recitation. I feel the homeworks were very well designed. They consisted of interesting problems, each of which contributed to my understanding of the topic at hand, and challenged me intellectually.

Problems discussed are very good. Instructor is very dedicated.

Quickly and efficiently returned homeworks, clarified concepts and gave great examples, gave challenging homeworks to test our understanding of the material, etc.

As last semester, I enjoyed the problems you chose. You also teach very clearly and effectively.

Your recitation instructor would also like to know what specific things you believe might be done to improve the teaching of this recitation section.

**Comment**

I feel like it would have been a little better if we were to start precisely when the recitation is supposed to start, i.e. in our case at 3:00. We would be able to get more done if we were to do that.

My suggestions for course improvements mostly center on the logistical aspects of the course. Cezar could make progress on arriving at class in a punctual manner as well as returning assignments more timely.

None,

Do the solutions, especially the end details, faster, or leave them to us. Once we have the idea most of the time we can handle the rest.

maybe more frequent, smaller homeworks? Or perhaps (do 9 of the following 10 problems) or something along those lines. Just more choices I suppose. Otherwise he's A-OK